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ABSTRACT 
 
Cuthbertson et al have recently described a method that is claimed to be able to identify 
individual fund managers who exhibited skill over a long period in the past. The only input to the 
process is monthly fund returns. We suggest that a critical step in the Cuthbertson method is 
flawed. This step involves the study of the order statistics of period average fund returns. We 
construct a simple model to which the Cuthbertson method should apply. Simulations with the 
model conclusively demonstrate that the method fails to detect many funds with skill, and also 
erroneously identifies many funds as having skill they do not possess. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
COMMENTS WELCOME
INTRODUCTION 
 
 In a recent working paper Cuthbertson et al [Cu05] have described a method (the CNO 
method) designed to identify, from a large group, a number of individual fund managers that 
exhibited skill over a long period in the past. The method uses only data on the monthly returns of 
a group of funds during the period. 
 
 In this note we describe a model containing a mixture of skilled and unskilled managers 
to which the essentials of the CNO method should apply. We perform a Monte Carlo simulation 
of the performance of the model. The calculations show that the CNO method gives highly 
misleading results for situations involving high performance stocks that might well be similar to 
those in real markets. We find that many managers identified as skilled by the method in fact 
have no skill, and many managers with skill are not identified.  
 
We present an argument that explains why the CNO test for skill fails, based on the 
unsound nature of the null hypothesis at the heart of the method.  
 
 The techniques of CNO [Cu05] are in very large part the same as those of an earlier paper 
by Kosowski et al [Ko05], which we call KTWW. Apart from their application to different 
markets, from our point of view the main difference between the two articles is that CNO make a 
clear claim of being able to identify skill in individual managers, whereas KTWW restrict precise 
skill claims to an unknown subset in a specified set of funds. In relation to effects related to 
individual funds, KTWW do not make categorical claims about skill, but some of their statements 
could be taken to have this implication. In the section below headed Quotes we present some 
statements from the two papers so that readers may form their own opinion on this point. Apart 
from that, we concentrate in this note on the plausibility of the CNO claim only. 
 
 
STRUCTURE OF THE KTWW/CNO METHOD 
 
We study a collection of n funds. The actual performance of fund  over the period is 
represented by a specified quantity (e.g. alpha or its t-statistic) that we shall call return 
. The reader may think of it as the average monthly return of the fund over the 
period. 
k
nkrk ,,1, K=
 
 By means of a bootstrap procedure, the details being of no concern for our present 
purpose, the two papers obtain a discrete distribution intended to approximate the probability 
distribution function (PDF) of the returns of the funds under the assumption that no fund employs 
skill. CNO call this the 'luck distribution', and display a version smoothed by kernel regression in 
[Cu05] Figure 6, solid line. A similar function appears in [Ko05] Figure 2, solid line. We stress 
that the same luck distribution is used for all funds. 
 
 The same bootstrap procedure also leads to a luck distribution PDF for the return of each 
fund after ranking by size of return. Examples of such distributions are given in [Cu05] Figure 5 
(Note that, if there were 1000 funds in the sample the 99th percentile fund would be have rank 10 
(or 11) from the top.) Similar displays are found in [Ko05] Figure 1. To avoid confusion we shall 
call this second type of distribution the 'luck distribution for order (rank) k '. 
  
 The conclusions of both papers follow from an analysis of the actual fund returns and the 
above luck distributions. There are two types of inference. 
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SKILL IN A SET OF FUNDS 
 
 As an example of this approach we point to Quote 6 of KTWW. Above a specified return 
R  (10% in the quote), the area under the luck PDF corresponds to say  (9) funds when the 
total number of funds in the sample is taken into account. In the distribution of actual fund 
returns, above
NL
R there are say  (29) funds. If  is substantially greater than  then it is 
likely that some of the actual funds employed skill, in fact about 
NA NA NL
NLNA −  of them. However, 
we do not know which of the actual funds in that group had the skill.  
 
 We have no objection to the concept of this approach.  
 
 
SKILL IN INDIVIDUAL FUNDS 
 
 Quote 1 of CNO, and other quotes, make it clear that CNO believe that they can improve 
on the above approach by identifying individual funds that have or do not have skill. Suppose that 
the order of the actual return of a fund is , i.e. the return is  from the top. Let k k pv  be the area 
of the upper tail of the luck distribution of order k  above the actual return of the fund of order . 
Choose a significance level, say . If  
k
05.0 05.0<pv   then CNO claim that we can reject the null 
hypothesis that the performance of the fund of order is attributable to luck. Instead the fund has 
genuine skill, they say.  
k
 
 For example [Cu05] Table 2, Panel A, Row p-tstat  gives a value  for the 
fund of order 10 . Thus CNO declare that fund must have exhibited skill. However the fund of 
order 5, with  showed no evidence of skill. 
038.0=pv
157.0=pv
 
 Since the order (rank) of the actual return depends on more than just the return of the 
fund of rank k , we question the validity of the CNO conclusions. This point is discussed below 
in the section entitled UNSOUND BASIS OF THE CNO TEST FOR SKILL. Tests on our model 
confirm this skepticism. 
 
 
MODEL 
 
 In the model the observed fund return  is assumed to be drawn from a random variable kr
kr~ . We assume that kr~  may be written as 
 
nkmr kk ,,1,~~ K=+= ρ ,        (1) 
 
where ρ~  is a mean-zero random variable, independent of , and  is the mean of k km kr~ . We 
interpret to be a measure of the skill applied by the fund manager. A value  means no 
skill, and the sign of  may be positive or negative, with high value meaning high skill. 
km 0=km
km
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 It is clear that the PDF  for )(xf ρ~  corresponds to the luck distribution as defined by 
KTWW and CNO. For our model we choose a particular form for , with a corresponding 
cumulative distribution function (CDF)  given by 
)(xf
)(xF
 
∫ ∞−= x tfdtxF )()( .         (2) 
 
Any form would do, but we use the standard normal distribution for ease of computation. We 
doubt whether this choice affects the general thrust of our results. 
 
In common with the articles we assume that the observed set of fund returns 
 is obtained by drawing one from each of the random variables nkrk ,,1, K= kr~ . The articles 
contemplate the possibility that these draws are not independent, but for simplicity we assume 
independence of the draws. The CNO technique should apply to this case.  n
 
 The method of CNO is based on the notion of order statistics [Da03] for draws from the 
luck distribution, which has density . Suppose that we draw  times to obtain 
, and that, ordered in decreasing size, these quantities are .  
)(xf n
nXXX ,,, 21 K )()2()1( ,,, nXXX K
 
There is a CDF  for each quantity . For our model this is the CDF of the 
luck distribution for order k as used by KTWW and CNO. With the assumption of independence 
of the n draws, it is possible to relate  to  as follows [Da03]. In our notation 
)()( xF k )(kX
)()( xF k )(xF
 
[ ] ∑−
=
+− −⎟⎟⎠
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1
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It follows that the probability that  is greater than )(kX x  is given by 
 
)(1)( )()( xFxXP kk −=> ∑−
=
+− −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−−=
1
0
1 )1(1
k
j
jkn z
j
jkn
z     (4) 
 
with . )(xFz =
 
The articles refer to  as the p-value or p-stat (for order  and return )( )( xXP k > k x ) - we called 
it pv  above. 
 
 
CNO TEST FOR SKILL IN INDIVIDUAL FUNDS 
 
 In testing for funds that perform better than by chance CNO choose a significance level 
with which to compare the p-value. Throughout the following we take that level to be 5%. For 
our model their procedure may be described by the following steps. 
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1. For any draw of n returns, including the observed data nkrk ,,1, K= , we order (rank) 
the returns, highest first, giving rise to a list nkr k ,,1,)( K= . Thus high order means 
low . k
2. For each k  calculate the p-value )( )()( kkk rXPp >=  using (4). 
3. Then the fund corresponding to order  in the list outperformed (involved skill, i.e. had 
a performance better than can reasonably be attributed to luck), if and only if  
. 
k
05.0<kp
 
 
CNO TEST FOR SKILL IN THE MODEL 
 
 It is relatively straightforward to apply the CNO test to the model described above. We 
concentrate on the upper tail of the distribution. Some helpful definitions are 
• )2/exp(
2
1)( 2xxf −= π        (5) 
• ( ))2/(erf15.0)( xxF +=        (6) 
• The binomial coefficient 
)!()!(
)!(
knj
jkn
j
jkn
−
+−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−
    (7) 
 
 We rearranged the CNO test by first finding, for a given , the set of values 
 such that 
n
Kkzk ,,1, K=
 
05.0)1(1
1
0
1 =−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
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⎛ +−−= ∑−
=
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j
j
k
kn
k zj
jkn
z       (8) 
 
In view of (4) the test then becomes  
 
 
 (9) The fund at order used skill if and only if  k KkzrF kk ,,1,)( )( K=>   
 
For the test we chose  and 600=n 15=K . The values of  are given in the Table 1 below 
under the heading Order Points. 
kz
 
 In the model we assume that a number of funds  have positive skill corresponding to a 
value of mean . An equal number have negative skill with 
N
Mmk = Mmk −= . The remaining 
funds have zero skill with mean zero. In the results listed in Table 2 we provide the data from 
simulations corresponding  to .0,0 == MN  and 16  other combinations  of   and N M , 
namely   and .  40),10(,10=N )0.2),5.0(,5.0=M
 
In each case we make  draws of returns given by (1). We study only those 
returns that fall in the highest 15 , corresponding to a total of  returns. In the Table 2 we 
provide for these returns the following totals for the  draws. 
000,10 600
000,150
000,10
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1. Real skill    All returns with positive skill by our definition 
2. Apparent skill   All returns declared to have skill by the CNO method 
3. Skill in apparent    All Type 2 returns with skill  
4. No apparent skill   All returns declared to have no skill by the CNO method 
5. Skill in no apparent skill  All Type 4 returns with skill  
 
Note that totals obey the following relations . 
 
Type 3 + Type 5 =  Type 1 
Type 2 + Type 4 =  000,150
 
We also break down Types 1 , 2 and 3 returns according to the order involved, from 1 to 
. These are listed under the headings  15
 
• Real skill by order 
• Apparent skill by order   
• Real skill in apparent skill set. 
 
 
 In the rows designated A, B, C we provide measures of the success of the CNO method 
and two alternative methods of predicting which funds employed skill. The measures are 
 
A  CNO method It states that, if a fund return has order , then skill was involved if  (9) is 
satisfied. The measure is the percentage of  funds with actual skill out of those with apparent skill 
at order , i.e. the ratio of the totals for Type 3 to Type 2 expressed as a percentage. 
k
k
 
B  Unconditional high order method  It assumes that high order is correlated with high skill. 
The measure is the ratio of the number of funds with real skill at order at least as high as , out 
of all funds in the same set of orders. 
k
 
C  Conditional high order method  If a the fund of order has apparent skill (it satisfies (9)) 
then we predict that all funds of higher order will have skill. The measure is the ratio of  the 
number of funds with real skill at order higher than k when the fund of order  satisfies (9), out 
of all funds in the same set of orders. 
k
k
 
 
To illustrate, for example in the case with 0.1,20 == MN  we find totals     
 
Real skill      497,30
Apparent skill     552,20
Skill in apparent          961,4
No apparent skill   448,129
Skill not in apparent            536,25
 
For order 9  we find  funds declared to have skill by the CNO method, of which 
 actually have skill. For this order there are  funds in all that have skill, so that there 
are an additional  funds, not declared to have skill, that actually have skill. 
453,1
286 793,1
340453,1793,1 =−
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Again for order 9 ,  row A shows that the CNO method is correct 
 of the time. Row B shows that choosing all funds with order  or 
higher would lead to a fund with skill  of the time. Row C shows that choosing all funds of 
order  or higher when the fund of order  satisfies the CNO condition (9) would lead to a fund 
with skill  of the time. 
)453,1/286(100%20 ×= 9
%24
8 9
%27
 
 
RESULTS FROM THE MODEL 
 
 The cases studied range from few managers with little skill to many managers with high 
skill. At the extreme of no managers with any skill, 0.0,0 == MN , we obtain the expected 
result that each order should contain 500000,10%5 =×  funds that meet the condition (9), that 
is . Thus the numbers close to  listed under apparent skill by order represent the 
inevitable noise in measurement associated with the p-value of 5%. These results suggest that it is 
unlikely that there are large errors in the calculation of the order points and . 
kk zrF >)( )( 500
)(xF
 
 At the other extreme of many managers with high skill, represented by 
, it is not surprising that most of the top 15  funds have real skill, or that most 
of these funds satisfy the condition . Of almost  funds studied, nearly 
 have real skill, and almost all of these are declared by the CNO method to possess skill. 
However, the CNO method is inaccurate in wrongly declaring that another  funds will 
have skill. This number of false positives is much in excess of the inherent noise in the method 
mentioned above.  
0.2,40 == MN
kk zrF >)( )( 000,150
000,120
000,30
 
 In between the two extremes the performance of the CNO method is worse.  Often its 
choices contain a high percentage of false positives, but the method also fails to predict a 
significant number of funds that have real skill. For example, in the case , the 
CNO method states that  funds will have skill, but only  of those in fact do so. 
Moreover, another  funds have skill not predicted by the CNO method.  
5.1,20 == MN
653,56 260,22
378,31
 
 The tables showing predicted and actual skill by order are interesting. There is a very 
clear trend for the percentage  of funds of Type 3 (real skill in the CNO skill set) as a share of 
Type 2 (CNO predicted skill) to decrease with increasing order. For example, in the case    
0.1,20 == MN , row A shows that the percentage decreases steadily from  at order 1 to 
 at order 15 .  The methods of predicting skill summarized in rows B and C are superior to 
the CNO method of row A except for a few of the highest orders. The same conclusion applies to 
all the cases listed in Table 2. 
%54
%15
 
CNO state that a fund of order employed skill if and only if the condition  
holds.  The above evidence supports the conclusion that the CNO statement is false. Of course, a 
single draw is all we have in the real world, so that the situation is even worse than that presented 
by the collected results from  draws.  
k kk zrF >)( )(
000,10
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UNSOUND BASIS OF THE CNO TEST FOR SKILL 
 
 The poor showing of the CNO test on our model suggests that we investigate the 
motivation behind the test. The key logic used by CNO reads as follows. 
 
• Suppose that the actual return of the fund of rank  is . k )(kr
• Calculate the p-value  using (4). )( )()( kkk rXPp >=
• If   we can reject the null hypothesis that the performance of the fund of order 
is attributable to luck.  
05.0<kp
k
 
The validity of this reasoning is based on the belief that the p-value depends only on the 
return  and on no other actual fund return. This belief is incorrect, as we explain below. )(kr
 
In our model the process of drawing the 600 actual returns may be broken down into two 
stages. 
 
• Make 600 independent draws from the distribution due to luck ρ~  , which has density 
, and rank them highest return first.  )(xf
• For those funds with skill, add the appropriate mean ( M or M− ) to the return drawn, 
and move it to its correct place in the ranking. 
 
Consider the return at a given order  chosen in the range k )151( − . It is likely (95%) 
that, before the addition of the means, the return at order  will not satisfy the CNO condition 
. By our assumption it is unlikely (20/600 in the above example) that the return at 
order will possess skill, but, if it does, adding the mean leads to an increased probability that 
the CNO condition is satisfied. That situation would correspond to a case when the CNO method 
succeeds.  
k
kk zrF >)( )(
k
 
However, a more likely situation is when a fund with order lower than  (i.e. further 
from the top of the distribution) has skill, and the addition of 
k
M  vaults the return to an order j  
above , i.e. . This will mean that all funds (including fund k ) previously at order k kj < j  or 
lower will be pushed one step down the list. Thus the fund previously at order k  will now have 
order  , which leads to an increased chance that it will now satisfy the CNO condition. 
Should that happen, we will have a fund now at order 
1+k
1+k  that will be predicted to have skill 
but in fact does not, i.e. a false positive from the CNO method.  
 
Thus the null hypothesis is improperly formulated. It should relate to the performance of 
several funds, not just the one of order k . 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 Our calculations on the model described above show conclusively that the CNO method 
does not identify funds with skill to anywhere near the accuracy expected. It makes errors of two 
kinds, picking some funds to have skill when they do not, and failing to pick some funds with 
skill. We have provided an explanation for why the method fails. 
 
 It should be noted that there are other aspects of the procedure of CNO, and indeed also 
of KTWW, that need careful scrutiny, namely 
 
• The accuracy of the construction of probability distributions and order points near the 
extremes by bootstrap methods. This question could be investigated in our model; 
• The use of factor models intended to describe certain types of risk. Daniel and Titman 
[Da05] have cast serious doubt on these procedures. 
 
We stress that our arguments about the CNO method apply whether or not these additional 
concerns are justified. 
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QUOTES 
 
QUOTATIONS FROM KTWW [Ko05] 
 
QUOTE 1  page 4 (in pdf)  line 14 
 
our bootstrap tests consistently indicate that the large positive alphas of the top ten percent of 
funds, net of costs, are extremely unlikely to be due to sampling variability (luck). 
 
QUOTE 2  page 5  line 6 
 
The key to our study is the bootstrap analysis, which allows us to precisely separate luck from 
skill in the complicated non-normal cross-section of ranked mutual fund alphas. 
 
QUOTE 3  page 17  line -7 
 
our results of Panel A (Table II) show that funds with alphas ranked in the top decile generally 
exhibit significant bootstrapped p-values. However, this is not always the case. For example, the 
second-ranked fund  ..... displays a large but insignificant alpha; this alpha simply is insufficiently 
large to reject (based on the empirical distribution of alphas) that the manager achieved it through 
luck alone. 
 
QUOTE 4  page 19  line -1 
 
the standard parametric p-value for the t-statistic (the one-tailed p-value for t=1.4 is roughly nine 
percent) indicates that the fund at the 10th - percentile exhibits a significant t-statistic, .... 
However the bootstrap does not find this t-statistic to be significant, and does not reject the null of 
no manager talent at the 10th - percentile (this p-value equals 25 percent). 
 
QUOTE 5  page 20  line 6 
 
these observations reinforce our prior evidence that many superior and inferior funds exist in our 
sample. Since our interest is in the actual number of funds exceeding a certain level of alpha, 
compared to the bootstrapped distribution, we plot the CDF in Panel B. 
 
QUOTE 6  page 20  line 14 
 
We can also use the bootstrapped distribution of alphas to calculate how many funds .... would be 
expected, by chance alone, to exceed a given level of performance .....    Panel A of Figure 3 
indicates that nine funds should have an alpha estimate higher than 10 percent per year by chance 
- in reality 29 funds achieve this alpha. 
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QUOTATIONS FROM CNO [Cu05] 
 
QUOTE 1  page 1   Abstract  line 1 
 
Using a comprehensive data set on ... UK equity mutual funds ... we use a bootstrap methodology 
to distinguish between 'skill' and 'luck' for individual funds. 
 
QUOTE 2  page 3  line 8 
 
we use a cross-section bootstrap procedure across all individual funds. This enables our 'luck 
distribution' for any chosen fund  (e.g. the best fund) to encapsulate possible outcomes of luck not 
just for our chosen fund but across all the funds in our data set. We are then able to separate 'skill' 
from 'luck' in performance tests of  individual funds, even when the distribution of idiosyncratic 
risk across many funds is highly non-normal. This methodology has not been applied to UK data 
and was first applied to US mutual funds by Kosowski et al. 
 
QUOTE 3  page 5  line 23 
 
.... of the top 20 ranked funds in the positive tail of  the performance distribution, 7 funds exhibit 
levels of performance which cannot be attributable to 'luck' at 5% significance level 
 
QUOTE 4  page 12  line 9 
 
Having obtained our 'luck distribution', we now compare the best fund's actual ex-post 
performance given by its estimated maxαˆ  against the 'luck distribution' for the best fund. If  
maxαˆ exceeds the 5% right tail cut off point in )ˆ( maxαf , we can reject the null hypothesis that the 
performance of the best fund is attributable to luck.  Above, we could have chosen any fund (e.g. 
the best fund) on which to base the 'luck distribution'. So, we can compare the actual ex-post 
ranking for any chosen fund against its luck distribution and separate luck from skill, for all 
individual funds in our sample. 
nd2
 
QUOTE 5  page 14  line 9 
 
We can now compare any ex-post iαˆ  with its appropriate 'luck distribution'. Suppose we are 
interested in whether the performance of the ex-post best fund is due to skill or luck. If  maxαˆ is 
greater than the 5% upper  tail cut off point from )ˆ( maxαf then we reject the null that its 
performance is due to luck (at 95% confidence). We infer that the fund has genuine skill. This can 
be repeated for any other point in the performance distribution, right down to the ex-post worst 
performing fund in the data. 
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TABLE 1 
 
Table 1. The order points  obtained by solving Eq. (8) for kz 600=n  funds and significance 
level . 05.0
_____________________________ 
  
 ORDER POINTS 
   1   0.99991451 
   2   0.99940741 
   3   0.99863584 
   4   0.99771969 
   5   0.99671084 
   6   0.99563628 
   7   0.99451203 
   8   0.99334851 
   9   0.99215294 
  10   0.99093055 
  11   0.98968526 
  12   0.98842015 
  13   0.98713762 
  14   0.98583964 
  15   0.98452783 
 12
TABLE 2 
 
 
 
Table 2. Results of model simulations for 17 cases specified by the number of funds with positive 
skill and the strength of that skill. The total number of funds was 600 and the significance level 
0.05. The meaning of the data below is explained in the section entitled CNO TEST FOR SKILL 
IN THE MODEL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Number with positive skill     0 
Strength of skill            0.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
        0     7547           0        142453             0 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
        0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
      531  520  471  484  481  502  511  530  525  502  490  501  482  507  510 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
        0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0 
  
A       0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0 
B       0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0 
C            0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0    0 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    10 
Strength of skill            0.5 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
     7141     8842         468        141158          6673 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
      654  603  562  519  497  478  475  440  427  438  396  420  388  422  422 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
      539  566  562  605  576  588  608  616  605  599  589  601  597  600  591 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
       52   41   36   28   31   32   33   30   33   32   21   26   26   28   19 
  
A      10    7    6    5    5    5    5    5    5    5    4    4    4    5    3 
B       7    6    6    6    6    6    5    5    5    5    5    5    5    5    5 
C            7    7    6    6    7    6    6    5    5    6    5    5    5    5 
  
 _____________________________ 
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Number with positive skill    10 
Strength of skill            1.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    16221    13273        1822        136727         14399 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     2112 1564 1413 1225 1207 1070 1001  916  882  860  835  819  782  776  759 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
      745  809  874  877  889  890  912  894  922  903  892  896  900  927  943 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
      261  180  168  134  136  123  108  102   98   92   84   82   87   87   80 
  
A      35   22   19   15   15   14   12   11   11   10    9    9   10    9    8 
B      21   18   17   16   15   14   14   13   13   12   12   12   11   11   11 
C           28   24   22   19   18   16   16   15   14   13   13   12   12   12 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    10 
Strength of skill            1.5 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    29718    26957        6741        123043         22977 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     4714 3331 2852 2408 2134 1919 1734 1630 1532 1438 1305 1261 1212 1113 1135 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     1536 1739 1792 1872 1833 1848 1849 1808 1822 1860 1813 1789 1808 1786 1802 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     1092  844  704  583  479  436  407  343  312  318  290  246  219  224  244 
  
A      71   49   39   31   26   24   22   19   17   17   16   14   12   13   14 
B      47   40   36   33   31   29   27   26   25   24   23   22   21   20   20 
C           60   49   44   40   36   33   31   29   28   27   25   24   23   22 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    10 
Strength of skill            2.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    46034    59156       21623         90844         24411 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     7484 5889 4861 4045 3474 3025 2623 2397 2156 2033 1766 1702 1630 1496 1453 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     3631 4176 4342 4356 4295 4157 4130 4036 3968 3874 3764 3692 3633 3572 3530 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     3234 3007 2543 2101 1726 1487 1252 1106 1037  888  760  701  632  604  545 
  
A      89   72   59   48   40   36   30   27   26   23   20   19   17   17   15 
B      75   67   61   56   52   48   45   42   40   38   36   35   33   32   31 
C           83   74   67   61   56   52   48   45   43   40   38   36   35   33 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
 14
Number with positive skill    20 
Strength of skill            0.5 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    13848     9900        1010        140100         12838 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     1329 1141 1067 1012  930  930  861  874  847  803  852  773  839  770  820 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
      532  575  624  630  648  655  661  662  678  679  704  733  705  713  701 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
       98   75   75   80   71   69   57   74   52   59   69   59   61   55   56 
  
A      18   13   12   13   11   11    9   11    8    9   10    8    9    8    8 
B      13   12   12   11   11   11   10   10   10   10   10   10    9    9    9 
C           19   12   14   13   12   12   12   11   11   11   10   10   10   10 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    20 
Strength of skill            1.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    30497    20552        4961        129448         25536 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     3579 2955 2631 2306 2133 2009 1936 1861 1793 1669 1622 1578 1515 1486 1424 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     1021 1204 1221 1304 1347 1359 1389 1473 1453 1469 1458 1452 1461 1471 1470 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
      552  490  409  384  355  336  305  324  286  286  251  256  263  247  217 
  
A      54   41   33   29   26   25   22   22   20   19   17   18   18   17   15 
B      36   33   31   29   27   26   25   24   24   23   22   22   21   21   20 
C           47   40   37   33   30   29   28   27   26   25   24   23   23   22 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    20 
Strength of skill            1.5 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    53638    56653       22260         93347         31378 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     6801 5473 4845 4333 3899 3608 3351 3306 2970 2793 2669 2579 2431 2297 2283 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     2463 3147 3488 3703 3793 3924 3936 4000 4048 4031 4023 4021 4068 4011 3997 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     2037 2117 1973 1875 1686 1621 1464 1458 1326 1254 1195 1117 1121 1006 1010 
  
A      83   67   57   51   44   41   37   36   33   31   30   28   28   25   25 
B      68   61   57   54   51   48   46   45   43   41   40   39   38   37   36 
C           76   68   63   58   55   52   49   48   46   44   42   41   40   39 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
 15
Number with positive skill    20 
Strength of skill            2.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    80266   116696       64246         33304         16020 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     8940 8178 7501 6875 6232 5809 5300 4982 4629 4286 3888 3665 3513 3322 3146 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     5747 7148 7670 7930 8025 8077 8108 8122 8113 8063 8016 8005 7945 7900 7827 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     5435 6163 6023 5723 5251 4859 4479 4219 3917 3610 3318 3051 2924 2722 2552 
  
A      95   86   79   72   65   60   55   52   48   45   41   38   37   34   33 
B      89   86   82   79   75   73   70   67   65   63   61   59   57   55   54 
C           92   88   84   81   77   74   71   69   66   64   62   60   58   56 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    30 
Strength of skill            0.5 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    20525    10655        1704        139345         18821 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     1910 1710 1575 1488 1378 1309 1358 1259 1269 1262 1281 1182 1210 1175 1159 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
      620  659  710  674  689  696  709  724  724  734  750  734  744  756  732 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
      150  148  142  121  117  109  108   93  112  124   94   94   90  101  101 
  
A      24   22   20   18   17   16   15   13   15   17   13   13   12   13   14 
B      19   18   17   17   16   16   15   15   15   15   14   14   14   14   14 
C           21   19   20   18   18   18   17   16   16   16   16   16   15   15 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    30 
Strength of skill            1.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    42983    30364        9855        119636         33128 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     4747 4157 3527 3310 2978 2913 2736 2644 2542 2401 2347 2236 2209 2134 2102 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     1218 1547 1773 1872 1997 2046 2077 2186 2196 2209 2222 2245 2218 2282 2276 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
      785  840  762  736  720  696  659  682  672  565  582  538  553  557  508 
  
A      64   54   43   39   36   34   32   31   31   26   26   24   25   24   22 
B      47   45   41   39   37   36   35   34   33   32   31   30   30   29   29 
C           56   51   47   44   42   40   39   37   36   35   34   33   32   32 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
 16
Number with positive skill    30 
Strength of skill            1.5 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    73287    88034       44448         61966         28839 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     7773 6988 6354 5793 5311 5065 4727 4520 4306 4128 3974 3852 3607 3472 3417 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     3304 4593 5225 5607 5821 6059 6180 6284 6372 6411 6436 6380 6431 6462 6469 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     2921 3572 3632 3532 3316 3276 3155 3012 2887 2771 2694 2567 2451 2375 2287 
  
A      88   78   70   63   57   54   51   48   45   43   42   40   38   37   35 
B      78   74   70   67   64   62   60   58   56   55   54   52   51   50   49 
C           83   79   75   71   67   64   62   60   58   57   55   54   52   51 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    30 
Strength of skill            2.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
   103978   140823       97547          9177          6431 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     9477 9084 8636 8284 7834 7479 7097 6751 6408 6155 5888 5573 5334 5149 4829 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     7121 8750 9298 9466 9552 9611 9631 9666 9667 9686 9684 9688 9673 9675 9655 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     6887 8067 8121 7930 7540 7251 6881 6571 6243 5999 5735 5439 5186 5007 4690 
  
A      97   92   87   84   79   75   71   68   65   62   59   56   54   52   49 
B      95   93   91   89   87   85   83   81   79   77   76   74   72   71   69 
C           95   93   91   89   87   85   83   81   79   77   76   74   73   71 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    40 
Strength of skill            0.5 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    27022    12340        2527        137660         24495 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     2469 2202 1983 1950 1838 1740 1744 1723 1736 1723 1702 1570 1559 1525 1558 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
      609  719  754  777  808  840  847  847  842  859  862  873  909  905  889 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
      206  210  189  179  172  169  153  159  160  160  165  147  168  138  152 
  
A      34   29   25   23   21   20   18   19   19   19   19   17   18   15   17 
B      25   23   22   22   21   20   20   20   19   19   19   19   18   18   18 
C           31   28   26   24   23   23   22   21   21   20   20   20   19   19 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
 17
Number with positive skill    40 
Strength of skill            1.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    54769    40831       15874        109169         38895 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     5704 4851 4529 4174 3901 3700 3582 3383 3338 3170 3003 2941 2890 2874 2729 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     1472 1878 2220 2411 2555 2738 2775 2857 2973 3058 3078 3109 3171 3223 3313 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     1073 1103 1138 1142 1098 1103 1098 1057 1080 1026 1012  950 1016  999  979 
  
A      73   59   51   47   43   40   40   37   36   34   33   31   32   31   30 
B      57   53   50   48   46   45   43   42   41   40   39   39   38   37   37 
C           65   58   55   53   50   48   46   45   44   42   41   40   39   39 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    40 
Strength of skill            1.5 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
    88722   112222       66955         37778         21767 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     8517 7806 7288 6836 6531 6182 5910 5745 5450 5170 4933 4838 4670 4440 4406 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     4133 5893 6757 7151 7484 7685 7834 7942 8066 8111 8162 8200 8254 8267 8283 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     3792 4885 5204 5103 5090 4923 4789 4719 4500 4280 4172 4079 3936 3762 3721 
  
A      92   83   77   71   68   64   61   59   56   53   51   50   48   46   45 
B      85   82   79   76   74   72   70   69   67   65   64   63   61   60   59 
C           88   84   81   78   76   73   71   70   68   66   65   64   62   61 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
Number with positive skill    40 
Strength of skill            2.0 
 Totals 
 Real skill  Ap skill  Skill in ap  No ap skill  Skill not in ap 
   119378   146980      116732          3020          2646 
  
Order   1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15 
  
 Real skill by order 
     9687 9427 9169 8940 8649 8425 8109 7951 7666 7357 7266 7023 6750 6641 6318 
  
 Apparent skill by order  
     8092 9558 9794 9887 9943 9960 9963 9964 9974 9968 9977 9978 9977 9974 9971 
 Real skill in apparent skill set 
     7890 9045 9003 8855 8605 8398 8084 7931 7647 7341 7254 7009 6736 6629 6305 
  
A      98   95   92   90   87   84   81   80   77   74   73   70   68   66   63 
B      97   96   94   93   92   90   89   88   87   85   84   83   82   81   80 
C           97   96   94   93   92   91   89   88   87   85   84   83   82   81 
  
 _____________________________ 
  
  
 
 
 18
